January 27, 2018
1pm Matinee Session

Over $2,000 in total payouts!
Paper Buy-In $20. Includes up to 10 Six-Ons
Paper Only Session. No machines this session.

Bingo Special Games & Prices

- Start Ups - $3
- Super Bonanza - $3
- Double Action - $2
- Special #1 - $2
- Special #2 - $2
- Special #3 - $2
- Bonanza - $1
- Lucky Ball - $1

RULES OF PLAY

Must be present to win. (Exceptions are guests going to the restroom or picking up food from the Deli.)
Must be 18 to enter.
Must have valid ID and/or driver’s license.
Must have receipt for proof of purchase.
Employees are eligible to enter.
Paper-only session.

Chinook Winds reserves the right to alter or cancel this drawing/promotion at any time.
START-UPS
1. Regular Bingo Blue Pays $50
2. Double Chevron Orange Pays $50
3. Block of Nine Green Pays $50

MAIN SESSION GAMES
4. Any Outside Line Blue Pays $100
5. Crazy Six Orange Pays $100

SPECIAL INDIAN STAR
6. Indian Star Red Pays $200

MAIN SESSION GAMES
7. Railroad Tracks Green Pays $100
8. Large Empty Diamond Yellow Pays $100

SUPER DOUBLE DAB
9. Double Action B/O Blue Pays 50/50

INTERMISSION (15 minutes)

MAIN SESSION GAMES
10. Vertical or Horizontal Pink Pays $100
11. Small Diamond Gray Pays $100
12. Six Around the Corner Olive Pays $100

SPECIAL CW PROGRESSIVE
13a. Crazy C onto B/O Blue Pays $75
13b. Full Blackout XXX Pays $200

MAIN SESSION GAMES
14. Letter "Y" Brown Pays $100
15. Any Straight Line Red Pays $100
16. Arrow Purple Pays $100

BONANZA
17a. Large Frame onto B/O Blue/Green Pays $75
17b. Bonanza Blackout Blue/Green Pays $200

SPECIAL TRIPLE WILD NUMBER BLACKOUT
18. Triple Wild # Blackout Aqua Pays $200

Regular Bingos
Seven Ways!